Public Comment Period Summary Report for the
Comprehensive Conservation & Management
Plan for the Delaware Estuary
August 2018

This document was created by Partnership for the Delaware Estuary (PDE) with input from the Estuary
Implementation Committee (EIC) to summarize and provide responses to comments received during the
60-day Public Comment Period for the Draft Revised Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan
(CCMP) for the Delaware Estuary.
The Public Comment Period took place from Friday, May 21st through Friday, July 20th, 2018. Public
comments were received through an online form and email address posted on PDE’s website.
There was a total of 9 public respondents during the Public Comment Period. Additional input on the
Draft Revised CCMP was received during the public comment period from 5 individuals representing PDE
(3 individuals), the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) (1
individual), and the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) (1 individual). Edits
submitted by PDE, NJDEP, and DNREC during the public comment period were integrated into the draft
plan.

Appendices:
Appendix A: Attachments submitted with written responses during the Public Comment Period
(additional attachments were submitted with comments #1 and #4).

Date
Line # Received

Submission
Method

1

5/22/2018

CCMP Email

2

5/22/2018

Google Form George
Horvath

3

6/4/2018

CCMP Email

Name

Affiliation(s)

Comments received on Draft CCMP (5/21/18 - 7/20/18)

Richard
McNutt

Tidewaters Gateway
Partnership Inc.

If you poison shell fish without cleaning the pollution coming down to poison them you are wasting your time We appreciate your support for clean water. The revised CCMP promotes
and killing all things. (Note : This submission also included Tidewaters Gateway Partnership Inc. Water Monitor pollution reduction through using new tools or practices supported through
Plan as an attachment. Please see PDF of plan in Appendix A.)
research in Strategy W1.5. Key activities in Strategies W1.2, W2.1, and W1.4
include educating communities and local stakeholders on pollution reduction
methods (e.g., best management practices). Working to promote
technologies to reduce pollution from urban areas is supported in Strategy
W1.1. Encouraging municipalites to efficiently manage stormwater runoff
through education and outreach and offer technical assistance for effective
land use planning is supported in Strategy W1.3. Engaging citizen scientists
for monitoring efforts is supported in Strategy C2.4.

American Littoral
Society, DU, Delta
Waterfowl, NRA, Sierra
Club, National Wildlife
Federation, NJSFSC,
ANJRPC, WWF, Cornell
Ornithology, National
Audubon, NJ Audubon,
Delaware Estuary
Program, Ocean
Conservancy, Nature
Conservancy

Delaware Estuary Enhancement Program illegally removed foot access to Delaware Bay. The Program should
build foot bridges in order to comply with the law. Most of the roads, paths and trails in the Delaware Bay salt
marsh have been blocked, damaged or destroyed. More access to the bayshore is needed. Environmental
organizations should be more accomodating the the first environmentalists - fishermen and hunters. I caught 2
piranhas in the Delaware River.

We appreciate your support for access to the Delaware Bay. Watermen and
other recreational users have been added as a Contributing Partner to
Strategy C1.2 to highlight the collaboration with this group to engage
stewardship and improve public access. Language in this strategy has been
modified to include collaboration with watermen as well as hunters. Adding
and enhancing public access as well as encouraging appropriate public access
is supported in Strategies C1.2 and C1.4, respectively.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback to the Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan.
It is exciting to see the involvement of so many concerned partners and citizens. I did not read the entire 154
pages. However, I would like to share my initial comments after reading through a few chapters. I really like the
clean waters, strong communities, and healthy habitats approach. I think this is a great way to open up the
engagement of the general public. Sadly, I believe the large document suffers from its large participation. Any
piece that is a collection of thoughts from numerous individuals presents a remarkable challenge when it
comes to eliminating redundancy, improving efficiency, and maintaining consistency. As a freelance writer, I
am someone who spends her days tackling such issues on a regular basis. But I'm not sure if this the feedback
you are looking for. Please reply if you want me to share a few second-draft writing strategies of my own, ones
that could help create a "shorter and more organized document." I like the links to the online documents.
Meanwhile, if non-electronic copies will also be published, it would be useful to have an index to the links'
website addresses at the back. Sending good vibes for a successful conservation plan!

We appreciate your feedback on the format of the revised CCMP. This plan
was authored by numerous partners and regional agency representatives.
Contractors were engaged in the CCMP revision process to work on consistent
voice and correct grammatical errors and general clarity. The full revised
CCMP is an electronic document to be distributed online. We are considering
production of a shorter brochure of summary document about the CCMP.

Ruth Heil

Final CCMP Resolution

4

7/6/2018

Direct email Bob Craig
sent to Core
Partner from
NJDEP

5

7/9/2018

Email

Jean Public

New Jersey Historic
Preservation Office

Thanks for taking a few minutes to talk with me about historic resources in lower Salem County, within the
We appreciate your support for historic resources in the Delaware Estuary.
Delaware Estuary area. On March 13, 2015, this office issued a formal finding called a State Historic
Strategy C1.4 has been modified to emphasize the importance of natural as
Preservation Officer (SHPO) Opinion of Eligibility, for the Alloways Creek Rural Historic District, in Elsinboro and well as cultural and historic resources available.
Lower Alloways Creek townships. Such findings identify properties that are eligible for listing in the New Jersey
and National Registers of Historic Places. Some of the properties identified in this SHPO opinion are already
listed in the Registers, others have individual findings of eligibility, and the Abel and Mary Nicholson house in
Elsinboro has been designated a National Historic Landmark by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior. See the
attachment. If you have questions, please don’t hesitate to email or call. (Note: This submission also included
consultation comments to Jennifer Davis, Senior Project Manager of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as an
attachment. Please see PDF of letter in Appendix A.)

this appears to be a plan to get federal tax dollars so they can be wasted just as all our other nj tax dollars are
wasted. the corruption in nj is enormous and leads to terrible waste and no real environmental improvement.
it just gets worse and worse. allowing enormous numbers of illegal immigrants to live here and pay no taxes
and just take adds to the woe of the financial situation of nj taxpayers, who are gouged on local, county, state
and federal levels. how do we write to the federal govt and speak abouit this spending from their viewpoint can you provide that? one problem in nj is that nj dep has pal stakeholders, who as long as they are yes men
for nj dep, well they get anything they want. nj dep even keeps out the public, people who live here, in favor of
having closed meetings with just pal "stakeholder" yes men. the fact is those non profits do not speak for the
public. the public speaks for the public. the membership in those non profits is not big at all. some are just
covers for big corporations, like nature conservancy, imo. the aesthetic and environmental roles of this rivers
should take precedence in any consideration of any tax dollars used for this river, not the economic. clean river
water is always attractive and a necessity. we have plenty of public access already. we don't need more. WE
NEED TO STOP ALL THE AQUACULTURE. PROFITEERING BEING PUSHED BY THIS AGENCY. AQUACULTURE IS
DIRTY DIRTY INDUSTRY.

We appreciate your feedback on the revised CCMP. This plan is designed to
encourage best practices in the areas mentioned in this comment: access,
industry, toxics, clean water, living resources, aquaculture, and forests.
Collaborative and technical strategies are provided in the plan as a means of
meeting long-term management goals of clean water, strong communities,
and healthy habitats.

THE FISH ARE DISEASED. THE FISH ARE WEAKER THAN WILD FISH. SUCH INDUSTRIES AT OUR WATER SOURCES
IN FACT KILL ALL WILDLIFE AND BIRDS. LOOK HOW THE HORSECSHOE CRAB INDUSTRY BLEEDS THE CRABS
UNTIL THERE IS NOTHING LEFT FOR THE RED KNOITS TO EAT. WE HAVE KNOWN ABOUT THAT ISSUE FOR 20
YEARS OR MORE. YOU CANT TRUST DEP WHEN IT COMES TO FORESTS. THEY ARE CURRENTLY LOGGING ALL
OVER THIS STATE AND MAKING MONEY FROM IT. NOT A PENNY OF THAT COMES TO THE NJ TREASURY. THE NJ
PUBLIC HAS PAID BILLIONS TO SAVE THE FORESTS AND OUR DEP DIVISIONS. LOG THEM INTO OBSCURITY. THIS
PROPOSAL IS A SIMILAR LIE TO THE PUBLIC. ACTUALLY SOME PARTS OF NJDEP ARE ENVIRONMETNAL
HJAZARDS LIKE THE SHOOTING RANGES WITH THEIR DEPOSITION OF LEAD SHOT ALLOWED ALL OVER THIS
STATE SO THAT CROPS COME UP WITH LEAD IN THEM . (BLACK RIVER) LETTING FISHERMEN USE LEAD SINKERS
WHICH ARE ALL OVER DETERIORATING IN WATER. WHERE IS THE BAN ON AG PROFITEERING USING
CHLORPYRIFOS, DICAMBA AND GLYPHOSATE AND POISONING OUR RIVERS WITH THEIR MASSIVE USE OF TOXIC
CHEMICALS SO THEY DONT HAVE TO WEED? WHY ARENT WE PUSHING FOR ORGANIC FARMING INSTEAD OF
CONTINUIGN TO ALLOW MASSIVE USE OF TOXIC CHEMICALS ALL OVER THIS STATE? I AM NOT IN FAVOR OF
MORE RESEARCH BECAUSE THE RESEARCHERS ARE AFRAID TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT TH E REAL PROBLEMS IN
THIS STATE. IT IS JUST WASTED TAX DOLLARS. THE PROBLEM WITH THE STUDIES IS THEY ARE PUBLISHED AND
THEN NO ACTION EVER RESULTS. THEY RESULT IN NOTHING EXCEPT WASTED TAX DOLLARS. THAT IS FAKERY
TO THE NJ PUBLIC. I AM NOT IN FAVOR OF PROMOTIONAL ECOTOURS WHICH HURT NATURE.
ALLCOMMUNITIES SHOULD BE HELPED EQUALLY AND THIS SHOUDL NOT BE ANOTHER SOCIAL WELFARE
PROGRAM OF WHICH WE ALREEADY PAY FOR THOUSANDS OF THEM. THIS COMMENT IS FOR THE PUBLIC
RECORD.

6

7/10/2018

Google Form Richard
Bibruno

how about outlawing the use of plastic straws and other plastic items to keep them out of the food chain.

7

7/10/2018

Google Form Laura
WHSRN Executive Office - Strategy H3.4, Might be useful to specify that one of the shorebird species that horseshoe crab eggs provide
Chamberlin Manomet
food if the Red Knot, listed as threatened under the Endangered Specis Act. The Wetlands Institute is also a key
partner on reTURN the Favor. H3.4, Under restoration bullet it should also include cleanup of rubble, derelic
bulkheads and boat ramps, and other debris that can impingement.

We appreciate your feedback on plastic use reduction. As a non-regulatory
component of the Clean Water Act, the Delaware Estuary Program (DELEP)
focuses on science, research, outreach, education, as well as collaboration to
complement regulatory efforts related to waterways in the Delaware Estuary.
The CCMP supports plastic use reduction through coordinating and
conducting river cleanups to directly clean our waterways as well as
promoting the use of reusable containers through education and research on
emerging contaminants (e.g., microplastics). Actions related to cleanups and
emerging contaminants research are supported in Strategies W2.1 and W2.4,
respectively.

We appreciate your feedback on Red Knots, restoration, as well as additional
partners to be included in the Revised CCMPStrategy H3.4 has been modified
to include additional language explaining the relationship between horseseho
crab and Red Knots and the shorebirds' dependence on horseshoe crab eggs
during migration. The Wetlands Institute has been added as a Key Partner to
Strategy H3.4. The promotion of natural and nature-based infrastructure as
an alternative to traditional approaches (e.g., bulkheads) is a key activity in
Strategy H1.3. Marine debris cleanup and removal is supported in Strategy
W2.1 and C1.2. Management for the health of natural areas, including boat
ramps is a key activity in Strategy C1.3.

8

7/13/2018

CCMP Email

John Reilly

(My Concerns) Living at Cape May Point, New Jersey for over sixty years, semi, part time, seasonal and now full
time, I have watched how the island of Cape May, (Lower Township, Cape May, West Cape May and Cape May
Point) has changed it’s landscape dramatically. The southern most tip of New Jersey, is known for it’s wildlife
and it’s wildlife habitats. It’s the ‘Stopover Program’ for migratory birds, raptors and butterflies, (monarchs).
Most important, many Endangered and Threatened Species and their migration patterns are counted
throughout the year at the island of Cape May. Throughout the year , scientists, researchers, biologists gather
on ‘The Island’ researching the Environment, most important the Wildlife and Habitats. Sadly, there have been
a Frenzy of Housing Developments popping up in each of the Communties that share Cape May Island. Most
critical are the disappearing of retiles and amphibians and there habitats. Several years ago, research by the
NJFW Endangered Species Program the scientists, biologists and citizen volunteers recorded many threatened
and endangered species and their habitats throughout the island of Cape May, Cape May Point, Lower
Township and West Cape May. Developers have destroyed many of the habitats due to poor zoning and
building laws and regulations. With the NJDEP Green Acres, NJFW, NJ Nature Conservancy and NJ Audobon
Society some of the land has been protected from housing developers. Cape May Point currently is being
Overdeveloped, (poor zoning- ‘not’ protecting wildlife) on it’s last of Open Space, most critical to the
Threatened and Endangered Species and Wildlife Habitats. Poor elevated properties water/rain run offs on
newly built Hugh structures is causing flooding into adjunction properties - destroying private properties. New
Observation of shellfish in the Cape May Canal and noticing oysters attached to submerged obstacles
is encouraging, healthy water. Growing up at the southern most tip of New Jersey, Cape May Point and
observing hundreds of Horseshoe Crabs along the beaches, presently seeing one hundred horseshoe crabs if
lucky, during the Spring, Summer and Autumn months at Cape May Point. Growing up at Cape May Point,
the abundance of Bluefish, Stripers, Weakfish, Flounders, etc.. were plentiful. Presently, all species of fish are
limited or scarce. Just recently, I photographed fishing trawlers less than a half of mile off shore dragging their
nets, (with a overhead spotter plane) with nearby dolphins- too close for comfort to the boats and nets… as
the whale/dolphin watcher boats on their daily trips tend to follow the mammals off the coastline.

We appreciate your support for open space preservation, habitat and wildlife
protection, and environmental monitoring. The Delaware Estuary Program
(DELEP) is supportive of native plantings on and around sand dunes for
habitat restoration in the Delaware Estuary. Language in Strategy H1.1 has
been modified to emphasize the importance of dunes in addition to other
coastal habitats. As a non-regulatory component of the Clean Water Act,
DELEP focuses on science, research, outreach, education, as well as
collaboration to complement regulatory efforts related to waterways in the
Delaware Estuary. The revised CCMP seeks to protect and promote sensitive
wildlife species and enrich their habitats through key activities outlined in
Strategies H1.3, H2.1, and H3.5 and promotes efficient land use planning to
prevent and reduce pollution runoff in activites outlined in Strategy W1.3.
Partners in academia are listed throughout the revised CCMP to continue
collaboration with colleges and universities on environmental issues.
Protecting and monitoring wetlands are supported under strategies outlined
in Healthy Habitats Goal 1: Prevent Wetland Loss. Protecting and enhancing
public open land and public access are supported in activities outlined in
Strategies C1.2 and C1.3. The revised CCMP is supportive of open space
initiatives and coordinating with open space programs referenced in
Strategies C1.3 amd H2.3. Managing and improving important native species
is supported in Strategy H3.5.

(My Ideas)
More Open Space is needed to be Preserved, as Farmland well -especially at the southern most tip of New
Jersey, re: West Cape May, Cape May Point, Lower Township and East Cape May City. Strict Zoning and
Building Laws and Regulations are needed. Zoning / Building Boards & Committees should be investigated as
to not taking into consideration Wildlife and their Habitats, open space, sensitive wetlands and coastline
landscapes, height/size.
Satellite Environmental Field Offices are needed should be set up in different counties monitoring
Environmental Issues, especially Housing Sprawl in each community, especially in areas known for endangered
and threatened species and their habitats. GPS maps of Wildlife and their Habitats, underwater streams, water
holes and sensitive wetlands should be recorded in satellite environmental field offices. NOAA should be more
actively involved with the coastlines issues and wildlife residing within the coastal waters. 'The Stopover
Project’ The NJFW Endangered Species Program NJ Nature Conservancy, NJDEP and NJ Audobon Society should
take into consideration, making it a priority for stopping housing sprawl monitoring sensitive wetlands /
underwater streams and SOS Saving Open Space at the Southern most tip of New Jersey. Maps should be
created of All the Presence Open Space, Farmlands, sensitive wetlands and underground streams in each
community. Milkweed and other environmental shrubs, trees and plants should be planted near and on all
Sand Dunes. Attracting butterflies, birds, raptors and naturally - with help building up Sand Dunes. Universities
and College should actively get involved with Environmental Issues involving Communties and towns,
throughout the estuaries, coastlines and environmental Communties.
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7/18/2018

Email

Roger
Barlow

USGS-NGP

Review of the Document Delaware Estuary CCMP

We appreciate your feedback on the current watershed mapping modeling
being conducted by the United States Geological Survey National Geospatial
Strategy W1.1 Promote Infrastructure Page 15
Program. The United States Geological Survey National Geospatial Program
Part of infrastructure is having a complete updated hydrographic network at large scale (1:2,400-scale)
has been added as a Contributing Partner in Strategy H2.1. Language was
maintainable as part the National Hydrography Dataset (NHD). This includes adding storm-water piping to the incorporated into Strategy H2.1 to current activities underway in the
NHD network and an improved delineation of watershed boundaries known as the Watershed Boundary
watershed related to forest health to include Quality Level 2 lidar dervied
Dataset (WBD) using QL2 lidar derived digital elevation models or better as primary source for 14-digit
digital elevation models for forest connectedness and water resource
Hydrogarphic Units. In conjunction with NHD and WBD State Stewards this data can be used to map and model protection.
time and travel of nutrients, pollutants, and flooding. At local scale storm-water systems can be added to
better model and account for contributions from extended urban impervious surface areas which are roughly
estimated at this point in time. The lower Delaware Watershed has existing QL2 lidar for Pennsylvania and
Delaware, and planned QL2 for southern New Jersey this coming winter 2018-2019. New Jersey is already
creating a local NHD network, so efforts in PA and DE are needed to match the level of content in the NHD as
well as addition to watershed boundary enhancement and storm-water systems. PA is already in discussion
and pilot project areas in doing this kind of work. Another benefit is improved calculations for TMDLs. The
USGS National Geospatial Program is the Federal Steward for the NHD and the WBD and is interested in
pursuing the aforementioned geospatial infrastructure improvements.
This effort could be combined with Strategy H2.1 to integrate forest connectivity, riparian buffers and corridors
with small streams and water bodies. This rolls into improved and updated land cover mapping.

Appendix A
Water Monitor Plan submitted with comment #1

WATER MONITOR PLAN
HEALTHY WATER ACTION BUSINESS PLAN
What’s in your water?
What’s in the water you are drinking?
The “water crisis” is right here – right now.
You need to understand your water now before you are hurt by it.
What is in Flint is right here too.
WHAT DO WE NEED TO DO TO KNOW AND UNDERSTAND OUR WATER?
We need hand held monitors to test the water wherever we are. In the water tap outlet, in the glass
served in a restaurant, in the “bottled” water, in the swimming pool, local streams, rivers, bays, oceans –
wherever.
We need to know the difference between “healthy, natural” water and “filtered” water, “distilled” water,
“desalinated” water, “clean” water, “processed” water, “treated” water “pure” water etc.. This requires
education materials.
We need to know what toxins are in the water, what they can do to our health, how they got in the water
and how to get them out of the water.
We need a website, which can be accessed by anyone and is operated by non-governmental private
educational organizations.
This website would identify what is in the water and answer the questions in #3 above.
We need an instruction sheet on how and to whom to report toxic materials in our water. This would
include government agencies, private organizations and citizen action groups in order to raise awareness
and develop action plans to rectify the challenges.
We need an instruction sheet explaining how to file a lawsuit against guilty parties if and when required to
initiate remediation.
ISSUES TO KEEP IN MIND THROUGHOUT ENTIRE PROCESS OF REMEDIATION.
Government agencies and businesses for profit can not be trusted to supply complete and accurate
information. Always remember what is still happening in Flint. This is the same everywhere in this country
at this time. Philadelphia and Chicago are the worst cities for lead in the water at this time.
People do not understand the difference between “healthy natural” water and all of the non specific words
used to describe it listed in #2. Everything listed in #2 are dead and without the elements and minerals
necessary for healthy human bodies. The model used by water treatment facilities is “distilled” water –
this is dead and empty water with incomplete content for healthy bodies.
We need to know the chemical definition of “healthy natural” water to know and understand what nature
put in the water, what is required for human health, what are the body responses for what is missing and
what is really critical. To understand this and operate with reliable information, we need what could be
called “HEALTHY WATER CITIZEN MONITORS” and have these available to every American, provided
by government funding in order to protect our constitutional rights to healthy water as American citizens.
THIS TECHNOLOGY CAN NOW BE APPLIED TO CONSTANT MONITORING OF ANY OPEN WATERS
INCLUDING THE DELAWARE ESTUARY AND BAY
Consistent with our original goals of cleaning the Delaware River estuary and bay waters, the hand held
technology can go anywhere and anytime in boats, on foot, in automobiles etc. to run real time specific on
site testing of open waters, discharges, stream entries or any potential sources of pollution. If found,
instant reporting and call for remediation of any pollution sources can be accomplished immediately and
on site.
The final step for constant monitoring of any open water will be to apply this technology to satellite
transmission technology to enable constant monitoring of any open water at any time on the planet
located by GPS locations. When this technology is implemented, the polluters will have no recourse than
stop polluting to avoid prosecution. There will be no place or manipulation procedure to hide anymore.
THIS ACTUALLY IS ONE WAY TO KEEP AMERICA “HEALTHY AND STRONG”!
The agencies lie - that's why we need to do it ourselves.

This meter would show things that should be in the water in green - dangerous pollutants in red
- questionable chemicals in white. There would be a connection to satellite for explanations, GPS
location and agency contacts to report criminal discharges and dangerous pollution. Agency reports (think
Flint) do not tell the truth. This technology does not exist yet. We have to join together to make it happen,
which will threaten all government agencies and public water suppliers as well as give us a tool to see the
river condition any time - any place and report it real time.
Tidewaters Gateway Partnership Inc. Richard Hunt McNutt, President

Letter to Jennifer Davis of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission submitted with comment #4
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Lt. Governor

March 13, 2015
Jennifer Davis
Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of New Reactors
Environmental Technical Support Branch
Mail Stop: T-7 F27
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Dear Ms. Davis:
As Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer for New Jersey, in accordance with 36 CFR Part
800: Protection of Historic Properties, as published in the Federal Register on December 12,
2000 (65 FR 77725-77739) and amended on July 6, 2004 (69 FR 40553-40555), I am providing
consultation comments on the following proposed undertaking:
Salem County, Lower Alloways Creek Township
Salem and Hope Creek Generating Station
PSEG Early Site Permit Application Review
Docket ID NRC-2014-0149
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Summary: This new SHPO Opinion finds that the Alloway Creek Rural Historic District is
eligible for listing on the National Registers of Historic Places under Criteria A, B, and C for its
association with the early settlement and continued, unique agricultural history of Salem County,
and as a continuously distinguishable landscape, with few modern intrusions.

800.4 Identification of Historic Properties
On January 9, 2015, HPO staff and I conducted a site visit along with the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC); United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE); PSEG (the
Applicant); AKRF; and Janet Sheridan (interested consulting party.) Based upon this site visit
and subsequent research, it is my opinion that the Alloway Creek Rural Historic District is
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
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The Alloway Creek Rural Historic District is characterized by a concentration of 18'h century
brick farmhouses, several of which display patterned brickwork. Many of these farmhouses
remain on large agricultural parcels, which in some cases may approximate the historic
boundaries of the farm. In addition, the district contains several early wood-frame houses, and
mid-19th century Italianate farmhouses. The later houses demonstrate the continued prosperity of
this area through that century. Due to the lack of modem intrusions, the district retains an
extremely high level of integrity and ability to convey its historic association with farming both
the uplands, and tidal wetlands reclaimed through diking, known as banks.
The Alloway Creek Rural Historic District represents a rare surviving example of an 18th and
19th century agricultural landscape in South Jersey, and is eligible under Criterion A for its
association with the early settlement of Salem County and development into a wealthy
agricultural center; under Criterion B as the settlement of many of Salem County's earliest and
most prominent residents, including John Mason, Richard Darkin, Nathaniel Chambless, Abel
Nicholson, George Abbott, William Hancock, Isaac Smart, and William Waddington; and
Criterion C as a significant and distinguishable entity consisting of a concentration of patterned
brickwork houses, less common wood-frame farmhouses, and farmhouses that were altered or
newly constructed throughout the district's history to reflect the changing tastes and continued
agricultural prosperity of Alloway Creek.
Among the properties included in, and contributing to, the Alloway Creek Rural Historic District
are:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abel and MaryNicholson House, 127 Fort Elfsborg- Hancock Bridge Road, Elsinboro
Township. (Individually listed as a National Historic Landmark.)
Darkin House, s's Amwellbury Road, Elsinboro Township.
Samuel and Sarah Nicholson House, 153 Amwellbury Road, Elsinboro Township.
(Individually listed on the New Jersey and National Registers of Historic Places)
Morris Goodwin House, 337 Fort Elfsborg-Hancock Bridge Road, Elsinboro Township.
(this HABS-documented house may be contributing if interior fabric remains as the
exterior has been heavily altered)
Sarah Mason House, 349 Fort Elfsborg-Hancock Bridge Road, Elsinboro Township.
(SHPO Opinion 12/4/2014)
Colonel Benjamin Holme House, 410 Fort Elfsborg-Hancock Bridge Road, Elsinboro
Township. (Individually listed on NJR and NRHP)
John Mason House, 63 Money Island Road, Elsinboro Township. (SHPO Opinion
612112013)
Mason-Waddington House, 130 Money Island Road, Elsinboro Township.
116 Mason Point Road, Elsinboro Township.
Isaac Smart House, 489 Salem-Fort Elfsborg Road, Elsinboro Township.
Nathaniel Chambless House, 277 Alloway Creek Neck Road, Lower Alloways Creek
Township. (COE: 10/28/1985)
George Abbott House, 120 Abbots Farm Road, Elsinboro Township. (SHPO Opinion
6/21/2013)

HPO Project#: 09-0741 -21
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•
•

Hancock House, 485 Locust Bridge Road, Lower Alloways Creek Township.
(Individually listed on NJR and NRHP)
John Maddox Denn House, 112 Poplar Street, Lower Alloways Creek Township. (SHPO
Opinion 12/4/2014)

The approximate boundaries (which will be refined upon further research) of the Alloway Creek
Rural Historic District are the Delaware River on the west (exclusive of the Oakwood Beach
area, an early 201h century riverfront settlement); Salem Creek on the north; the north and south
forks of the Alloway Creek on the east; and Hope Creek on the south. These boundaries include
land within Elsinboro and Alloways Creek Townships. The period of significance for the district
begins with first generation settlement in 1695 (the year in which the John Mason House was
constructed) and ends in 1870, marking the declining prosperity of this unique rural landscape.
Thank you for providing the opportunity to review and comment on the potential for the
above-referenced project to affect historic properties. Please do not hesitate to contact Michelle
Craren of my staff at michelle.craren@dep.nj.gov or (609) 292-0032 with any questions. Please
reference the HPO project number 09-0740 in any future calls, emails, or written correspondence
in order to expedite our review and response.

Sincerely,

0~9--Daniel D. Saunders
Deputy State Historic
Preservation Officer
DM/MC/DDS
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